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 47 Ronin
by Mike Richardson

ISBN: 9781595829542
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 152
Price: $21.99

Japan's enduring national legend comes to comics! The tale of the 47 Ronin and their epic mission to avenge their wronged master epitomizes the samurai
code of honor, and creators Mike Richardson and Stan Sakai have done justice to their story! Meticulously researched and beautifully illustrated, this
collection of the acclaimed miniseries recounts this sweeping saga of honor and violence in all its grandeur. Opening with the tragic incident that sealed the
fate of Lord Asano, 47 Ronin follows a dedicated group of Asano's vassals on their years-long path of vengeance! 

* From Mike Richardson (Star Wars: Crimson Empire) and Stan Sakai (Usagi Yojimbo)! 

* Tons of bonus art and behind-the-scenes extras! 

"If you're a fan of the samurai genre then this is a no-brainer... if you've never given it a chance then this is the perfect gateway book to the genre."
&mdash;Comic Bastards 

"Stan Sakai makes Japan all the more exciting with this comic, and Richardson's narrative builds an epic tale reminiscent of Kurosawa's greatest films."
&mdash;Graphic Policy

 All You Need Is Kill
by Hiroshi Sakurazaka

ISBN: 9781421560816
Binding: Paperback 
Series: All You Need Is Kill
Publisher: Haikasoru
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 96
Price: $17.99

When the alien Mimics invade, Keiji Kiriya is just one of many recruits shoved into a suit of battle armor called a Jacket and sent out to kill. Keiji dies on the
battlefield, only to be reborn each morning to fight and die again and again. On his 158th iteration, he gets a message from a mysterious ally--the female
soldier known as the Full Metal Bitch. Is she the key to Keiji's escape or his final death? Now a major motion picture starring Tom Cruise!

 All You Need Is Kill Movie Tie In Ed
(Previously published and available digitally as All You Need Is Kill)
by Hiroshi Sakurazaka

ISBN: 9781421560878
Binding: Paperback 
Series: All You Need Is Kill
Publisher: Haikasoru
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 256
Price: $9.99

When the alien Mimics invade, Keiji Kiriya is just one of many recruits shoved into a suit of battle armor called a Jacket and sent out to kill. Keiji dies on the
battlefield, only to be reborn each morning to fight and die again and again. On his 158th iteration, he gets a message from a mysterious ally--the female
soldier known as the Full Metal Bitch. Is she the key to Keiji's escape or his final death? Now a major motion picture starring Tom Cruise! Previously
published and available digitally as All You Need Is Kill.
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 Amazing Spider Man 2 Prelude

by Stan Lee

ISBN: 9780785154167
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Amazing Spider-Man
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 152
Price: $16.99

You've seen The Amazing Spider-Man, now get the full story! Spider-Man swings from the comic page to the silver screen and back again in this adaptation
of the blockbuster movie - including "deleted scenes" in an additi onal tale inspired by the fi lm. As Peter Parker gets his first taste of power, life is about to
hand him his greatest lesson. And the path of true love runs anything but smooth as Peter and Gwen Stacy's lives are turned upside down by Dr. Curt
Connors and his monstrous lizard-like alter ego. Plus: Meet the stars of The Amazing Spider-Man 2 with the classic first appearances of Electro and the
Rhino! COLLECTING: THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: THE MOVIE ADAPTATION 1-2; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: THE MOVIE PRELUDE 1-2;
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 9, 41

 Amerika
The Man Who Disappeared
by  Real Godbout

ISBN: 9781894994811
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Conundrum Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-08
Pages: 184
Price: $20.00

In his adaptation of Amerika, which took seven years to achieve, Godbout has tried to remain as faithful as possible to Kafka's novel, while using the clear
line aesthetic he has perfected in his series Red Ketchup. Unlike the common clichÃ© of Kafka's work, Amerika is not a dark and sinister novel, but a
dynamic and colourful story, with a touch of absurdist humor. Perfect for an adaptation into a graphic novel. It tells the story of the young immigrant Karl
Rossmann who, after an embarrassing sexual misadventure, finds himself "packed off to America" by his parents.  Expected to redeem himself in this
magical land of opportunity, young Karl is swept up instead in a whirlwind of dizzying reversals, strange escapades, and picaresque adventures. Despite the
fact Kafka never set foot in America, his novel was uncannily prescient about certain aspects of the country that advertised itself, particularly during the late
19th and early 20th centuries, as "the promised land." Godbout, as a Quebecois artist and outsider to America, also provides a unique perspective.

 Attack On Titan Vol 12
by Hajime Isayama

ISBN: 9781612626789
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Attack on Titan
Publisher: Kodansha
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 192
Price: $11.99

THE CHASE IS ON!
Erwin and the Survey Corps desperately mount a rescue operation to take Eren back from the Colossus Titan and Armored Titan. But without the numbers to
form up properly outside the walls, how can the humans catch up before they're all slaughtered? Just whose side is Ymir on? And will Eren ever see his
friends again?

PRAISE FOR THE HIT ANIME
 "A visceral and fantastically intense action/horror story." - Anime News Network
  
 "Japan's equivalent of The Walking Dead." - io9
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 Attack On Titan Vol 13

by Hajime Isayama

ISBN: 9781612626796
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Attack on Titan
Publisher: Kodansha
Pub. Date: 2014-08-26
Pages: 192
Price: $11.99

NO SAFE PLACE LEFT
At great cost to the Garrison and the Survey Corps, Commander Erwin has managed to recover Eren from the Titans who tried to carry him off. But during
the battle, Eren manifested yet another power he doesn't understand. As Eren and Krista find new enemies, the Survey Corps faces threats from both inside
and outside the walls. And what will happen to Ymir, now that she has decided to make herself the Titans' prize?

 B P R D Hell On Earth Vol 08
Lake of Fire
by Mike Mignola

ISBN: 9781616554026
Binding: Paperback 
Series: B.P.R.D.
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 144
Price: $21.99

As Liz Sherman fights for her life in Utah, the BPRD plans an assault into the no man's land that used to be New York City, and the young psychic Fenix
faces a monster-worshiping cult at the Salton Sea. Collects B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth #110-#115. 

* Art by Eisner winner Tyler Crook (The Sixth Gun). 

* From the pages of Hellboy! 

"A strong jumping on point for this series."&mdash;IGN

 Basewood
by Alec Longstreth

ISBN: 9780985300470
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Adhouse Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 
Price: $23.95

No Description
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 Batman/Superman Vol. 1 (The New 52)

Cross World (The New 52)
by  Greg Pak,  Jae Lee

ISBN: 9781401245092
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Batman/Superman
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 144
Price: $26.99

The Dark Knight and the Man of Steel are close friends in the modern day--but the two weren't always such close allies. Discover how two of the World's
Finest Super Heroes met for the first time in the New 52, and the mysterious adventure that takes them to a whole new world-the world of Earth 2! The
heroes of the main DC Universe meet their Earth 2 counterparts for the first time!

Collects Batman/Superman #1-4 and Justice League #23.1: Darkseid

 Batman Earth 1
Earth One
by Geoff Johns

ISBN: 9781401232092
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Batman
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-08-19
Pages: 144
Price: $15.99

A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

Batman is not a hero. 
  
 He is just a man.
  
 Fallible, vulnerable, and angry.
  
 In a Gotham City where friend and foe are indistinguishable, Bruce Wayne's path toward becoming the Dark Knight is riddled with more obstacles than ever
before. Focused on punishing his parents' true killers, and the corrupt police that allowed them to go free, Bruce Wayne's thirst for vengeance fuels his mad
crusade and no one, not even Alfred, can stop him.
 
 In the tradition of the #1 New York Times bestselling Superman: Earth One, writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank re-imagine a new mythology for the
Dark Knight, where the familiar is no longer the expected in this long-awaited original graphic novel from DC Comics.
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 Before Watchmen Comedian Rorschach

Comedian/Rorschach
by Brian Azzarello

ISBN: 9781401245139
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Watchmen
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 256
Price: $23.99

A New York Times Best Seller!

The controversial, long-awaited prequels to the best-selling graphic novel of all-time are finally here: BEFORE WATCHMEN! For over twenty years, the
back stories of the now iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon's landmark graphic novel have remained a mystery, until now. DC Comics has
assembled the greatest creators in the industry to further paint the world of WATCHMEN, with this second volume starring two of the most polarizing anti-
heroes ever, COMEDIAN and RORSCHACH.

Eisner Award-winning writer and creator of 100 Bullets Brian Azzarello brings his gritty, nuanced storytelling to these two recognizable characters. In
RORSCHACH, Azzarello again teams with superstar artist Lee Bermejo (JOKER, LUTHOR, BATMAN/DEATHBLOW) to illustrate how one of most
dangerous vigilantes the comic world has ever seen became even darker. COMEDIAN, featuring art by J.G. Jones (FINAL CRISIS, Wanted), plants the
famed war hero within the context of American history, as we find out how the Vietnam War and the Kennedy assassination revolve around him. 

Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: COM ...

 Before Watchmen Minutemen Silk Spectre
Minutemen/Silk Spectre
by Darwyn Cooke

ISBN: 9781401245122
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Before Watchmen
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 288
Price: $23.99

The controversial, long-awaited prequels to the best-selling graphic novel of all-time are finally here: BEFORE WATCHMEN! For over twenty years, the
back stories of the now-iconic characters from Alan Moore and Dave Gibbon's landmark graphic novel had been the subject of much debate and theorizing.
Now, DC Comics has assembled the greatest creators in the industry to further paint the world of WATCHMEN, starting with this first volume starring
MINUTEMEN and SILK SPECTRE

The critically acclaimed and Eisner Award-winning creator of DC: THE NEW FRONTIER Darwyn Cooke lends his talents MINUTEMEN. As the
predecessor to the Watchmen, the Minutemen were assembled to fight against a world that have more and more rapidly begun to spin out of control. Can
these heroes from completely different backgrounds and with completely different attitudes on crime come together? Or will they fall apart before they
begin? 

SILK SPECTRE takes an introspective look at the WATCHMEN feature player's struggles with her overbearing superhero mother and her scattered path
toward taking the mantle of the Silk Spectre. With gorgeous art by co-writer and illustrator Amanda Conner (POWER GIRL, The Pro), SILK SPECTRE
takes a very different perspective at the world of BEFORE WATCHMEN. 

Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: MINUTEMEN 1-6 and BEFORE WATCHMEN: SILK SPECTRE 1-4.
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 Before Watchmen Nite Owl Dr Manhattan

Nite Owl/Dr. Manhattan
by J.michae Straczynski

ISBN: 9781401245146
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Before Watchmen
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-06-24
Pages: 288
Price: $23.99

Discover what happened before WATCHMEN as writer J. Michael Straczynski is joined by Andy Kubert and the legendary Joe Kubert to take flight with
the gadget-savvy vigilante known as Nite Owl! And then in BEFORE WATCHMEN: DR. MANHATTAN, JMS teams with fan-favorite artist Adam
Hughes on the all-powerful super-man Dr. Manhattan. For Dr. Manhattan, past, present, and future are one and the same. But as he observes the events of his
life, do they remain the same? Or are they changed? The very fact of his existence may have altered the nature of what will or will not be...

Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: NITE OWL #1-4 and BEFORE WATCHMEN: DR. MANHATTAN #1-4.

 Before Watchmen
Ozymandias/Crimson Corsair
by Len Wein

ISBN: 9781401245153
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Before Watchmen
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 256
Price: $23.99

A New York Times Best Seller!

Discover what happened before WATCHMEN. The team of legendary writer Len Wein and acclaimed artist Jae Lee--in his first DC Comics' work in nearly
a decade--delve into the mind of the smartest man in the world: Ozymandias. How does one go from the son of immigrant parents to becoming the world's
smartest man? Adrian Veidt begins his journey, both spiritual and physical, that will one day make him one of the most pivotal players in the world-changing
events of WATCHMEN.

Collects BEFORE WATCHMEN: OZYMANDIAS #1-6, "Curse of the Crimson Corsair."

From the Hardcover edition.

 Books Of Magic
by Neil Gaiman

ISBN: 9781401246860
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-04-29
Pages: 208
Price: $19.99

From Neil Gaiman, the bestselling novelist and creator of the world-renowned comics title The Sandman, comes a mesmerizing tale of the dangers and
opportunities of youth, and its endless possibilities.  Illustrated by four of comics' most accomplished artists, John Bolton, Scott Hampton, Charles Vess and
Paul Johnson, THE BOOKS OF MAGIC collects all four issues of the original miniseries that introduced the character of Timothy Hunter and set the stage
for his continuing adventures.

Timothy Hunter could be the most powerful magician in the world, but does he really want to be?  Guided through the magical world starting at the begining
of time by a group of DC Universe magicians, often refered to as the Trenchcoat Brigade (John Constantine, Phantom Stranger, Mister E, and Doctor
Occult), they attempt to aid Timothy in his decision whether or not to embrace his gift.  However, by the time Timothy makes a choice, it may have already
been made for him.
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 Capt Carrot & His Amazing Zoo Crew

Captain Carrot and His Amazing Zoo Crew
by Roy Thomas

ISBN: 9781401247560
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Showcase Presents
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 672
Price: $23.99

These 1980s tails--sorry, tales--of Captain Carrot and the JLA (Justa Lotta Animals) have never been reprinted before. Featuring pun-filled tails--sorry,
tales--written by comics legend Roy Thomas, with animated illustrations by Scott Shaw, these stories star Captain Carrot, along with his fellow four-legged
heroes including the magical Alley-Kat-Abra, super-strong Pig-Iron, stretchable waterfowl Rubberduck, the super-speedster turtle Fastback and more.
Together, they battle the evil of Brother Hood and A.C.R.O.S.T.I.C., Salamandroid, Feline Faust, the Wuz Wolf and more, plus DC Universe villains Starro
and Grodd. This collection also includes the three-part epic saga "The Oz-Wonderland War," in which our heroes are caught between the forces of these two
magical realms, each of which are illustrated in the style of classic illustrators John R. Neill, W.W. Denslow and others. 

Reprints a story from NEW TEEN TITANS #16, plus CAPTAIN CARROT AND HIS AMAZING ZOO CREW #1-20 and THE OZ-WONDERLAND #1-3.

 Castle
Unholy Storm
by  Cullen Bunn

ISBN: 9780785190295
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Castle
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

The best-selling graphic novel saga, based on the world of ABC's hit primetime series, conti nues! Derrick Storm is back. And he has a new, deadly case to
solve. When the daughters of four high-powered international businessmen are discovered dead in NY, the NYPD scrambles to bring the murderer to justice.
But when a fifth girl is found mutilated in a pool of her own blood, her presti gious French family hires Derrick Storm to run his own investigati on and fi nd
the real killer. Storm has only one lead - a strange symbol drawn in blood. Storm enlists the help of the beautiful and daring Clara Strike, his CIA handler. 
Together they uncover a deep web of deception under the guise of mysticism and devotion. And in a race against time, this most unlikely pair unlock a
mystery capable of creating global catastrophe!

 Certain Scientific Railgun Vol 09
by Kazuma Kamachi

ISBN: 9781937867799
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Certain Scientific Railgun
Publisher: Seven Seas
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 256
Price: $14.99

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS While searching for answers and her missing "Sister," Misaka finds herself facing a new ruthless enemy who takes her mother
and Uihara as hostages! But when this new foe accuses Misaka of crimes she never committed, Misaka is left wondering exactly who she's fighting and why.
At least Kuroko and Saten are willing to help, despite their impaired memories... but even that isn't enough to get to the bottom of this mystery. Misaka may
have to turn to a very unlikely ally for help!
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 Clive Barker's Next Testament Volume 1

by  Clive Barker,  Mark Miller,  Haemi Jang

ISBN: 9781608863679
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Clive Barker's Next Testament
Publisher: Boom
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 128
Price: $18.99

GOD HAS RETURNED. GOD HELP US ALL.Clive Barker writes an all-new original comic book series! Julian Demond, captain of industry, has left
behind everything to begin a walkabout -- he believes he's on a mission from God. While in the wasteland, he comes across a figure unlike any other, who
calls himself Wick...and claims to be God. Their journey will span the globe, as neither man merely wants to make a mark on a world, but a scar. Clive
Barker, along with internationally acclaimed artist Haemi Jang (HELLRAISER: THE ROAD BELOW) come together to create the next legendary work in
the canon of one of the great writers of our era.

 Django Unchained
by Quentin Tarantino

ISBN: 9781401247096
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 264
Price: $19.99

Set in the South two years before the Civil War, DJANGO UNCHAINED stars Django, a slave whose brutal history with his former owners lands him face-
top-face with German-born bounty hunter Dr. King Schultz. Schultz is on the trail of the murderous Brittle brothers, and only Django can lead him to his
bounty. The unorthodox Schultz acquires Django with a promise to free him upon the capture of the Brittles--dead or alive. Success leads Schultz to free
Django, though the two men choose not to go their separate ways. Instead, Schultz seeks out the South's most wanted criminals with Django by his side.
Honing vital hunting skills, Django remains focused on one goal: finding and rescuing Broomhilda, the wife he lost to the slave trade long ago. Django and
Schultz's search ultimately leads them to Calvin Candie, the proprietor of "Candlyand", an infamous plantation. Exploring the compound under false
pretenses, Django and Schultz arouse the suspicion of Stephen, Candie's trusted house slave. Their moves are marked, and a treacherous organization closes
in on them. If Django and Schultz are to escape with Broomhilda, they must choose between independence and solidarity, between sacrifice and survival.

 East of West Volume 2
We Are All One Tp
by  Jonathan Hickman

ISBN: 9781607068556
Binding: Paperback 
Series: East of West
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 144
Price: $17.99

No Description
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 Eye Of The World 02

The Graphic Novel, Volume Two
by Robert Jordan

ISBN: 9780765337870
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Wheel of Time Other
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 176
Price: $18.99

With the full cooperation of the Jordan estate,  The Eye of the World  has been turned into a stunning comic book series. Volume One of  The Eye of the
World: The Graphic Novel  was published by Tor in the Fall of 2011 and was a  New York Times  bestseller. Rand al'Thor, Egwene al'Vere, and their friends
flee their home village in the company of Moiraine and her Warder, Lan Mandragoran. Pursued by their enemies, the group seeks sanctuary in Baerlon.
Rand's nightmares grow darker. Moiraine takes Egwene under her wing. Lan warns them to trust no one, but should that distrust extend to Lan and Moiraine
as well?     The Eye of the World: The Graphic Novel, Volume Two  collects six issues of  Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time: The Eye of the World  comic
book, published by Dynamite Entertainment. 

 Eye Of The World The Graphic Novel Vol 5
The Graphic Novel, Volume Five
by Robert Jordan

ISBN: 9780765374257
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wheel of Time Other
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 176
Price: $28.99

The fifth volume of the authorized, New York Times  bestselling graphic novel adaptation of Robert Jordan's New York Times, USA Today, and Toronto
Globe&nbspand Mail  bestseller, The Eye of the World  Well-known comic book writer Chuck Dixon, working closely with the Jordan estate, continues his
New York Times  bestselling graphic novel adaptation of Robert Jordan's international bestseller, The Eye of the World. Volume Five, which collects issues
25-30 of the  Eye of the World  comic book, is illustrated by Marcio Fiorito and Francis Nuguit.Separated by attacks by Darkfriends and scattered across the
lands, Rand al'Thor and his friends and companions persevere, making their way to Caemlyn, where they hope to be reunited.&nbspBut their roads have
grown ever more dangerous. Lan, Moiraine, and Nynaeve rescue Perrin and Egwene from the Whitecloaks.  But five traveling together attract more attention
than two or three traveling on their own... .Rand and Mat have encountered more than one Darkfriend, often barely escaping without injury.  They're out of
money and in too much danger to stop and work for more.&nbspLuckily, they make some new friends, but unluckily, Rand tumbles into a royal garden,
where he is seized by the Palace Guards and hauled before the Queen... .

 Fables Vol 20 Camelot
Camelot
by Bill Willingham

ISBN: 9781401245160
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Fables
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-09-02
Pages: 256
Price: $19.99

Rose Red finally and formally takes on the mantle of Paladin of Hope to heroically rally the Fables in the tragic aftermath of "Snow White." A new dark age
calls for a new Round Table, with modern knights willing to take on a sacred quest to reassemble the shattered pieces of Fabletown.

Collects issues #130-140 of this 14-time Eisner-Award-winning series.
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 George Romero's Empire of the Dead

Act One
by  George Romero

ISBN: 9780785185178
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 128
Price: $21.99

Zombie godfather George Romero unleashes his next undead epic - as an all-new Marvel comic! Welcome to New York City years after the undead plague
has erupted...but just because Manhattan has been quarantined, don't think that everyone inside is safe! Not only do flesh-eaters roam Manhattan, but there's
another ancient predator that has taken a bloody bite out of the Big Apple: vampires rule the city! But who is plotting against the Mayor?  Is there a zombie
uprising afoot? Who is the firecracker known as Dixie Peach? And in the pit of the bloody Circus Maximus, can anything stop the unchained fury of the
zombie gladiator known as Zanzibar?  It's zombies vs. vampires - with humans caught in the crossfire!  COLLECTING: George Romero's Empire Of Th e
Dead: Act One 1-5

 The Girl Who Played with Fire
by  Denise Mina,  Leonardo Manco,  Andrea Mutti

ISBN: 9781401237578
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Girl Who Played With Fire
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-06-03
Pages: 288
Price: $35.00

In this graphic novel adaptation of Stieg Larrson's THE GIRL WHO PLAYED WITH FIRE, Mikael  Blomkvist, crusading publisher of the magazine
Millennium, has decided  to run a story that will expose an extensive sex trafficking operation.  On the eve of its publication, the two reporters responsible
for the  article are murdered, and the fingerprints found on the murder weapon  belong to his friend, the troubled genius hacker Lisbeth Salander.  Blomkvist,
convinced of Salander's innocence, plunges into an  investigation. Meanwhile, Salander herself is drawn into a murderous  game of cat and mouse, which
forces her to face her dark past.

 Guardians Of The Galaxy Vol 01 Cosmic Av
Cosmic Avengers (Marvel Now)
by Brian Michael Bendis

ISBN: 9780785166078
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Guardians of the Galaxy
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 144
Price: $21.99

No Description
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 Herobear & The Kid V01 The Inheritance

by Mike Kunkel

ISBN: 9781608863662
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Herobear and the Kid
Publisher: Boom
Pub. Date: 2014-07-22
Pages: 128
Price: $24.99

Herobear and the Kid, Mike Kunkel's sweet all-ages Eisner Award-winning series, returns!After his grandfather passes away, 10-year old Tyler inherits an
old stuffed toy bear and a broken pocket watch. If dealing with bullies wasn't enough, he soon learns that things aren't always what they seem...and that you
shouldn't judge a bear by its cover. Join Tyler as he goes on his amazing childhood adventure and learns the truth about his family. Go back to the beginning
of the fabulous original adventures by acclaimed cartoonist Mike Kunkel, as the Eisner Award-winning nostalgic tale is reprinted with all new material and
begins the launch into a new series.

 Iron Man Vol 02
The Secret Origin of Tony Stark Book 1 (Marvel Now)
by Kieron Gillen

ISBN: 9780785166665
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Iron Man
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 136
Price: $21.99

Iron Man...in space! The story that will shake Iron Man to his very core starts here! Many years ago, Howard and Maria Stark had a baby. But there's
something you don't know - something not even Tony knows - and the long-buried secret will span the breadth of the universe to make itself known. Learn
the truth about Las Vegas and Area 51 as the two great myths of Nevada collide...and in a distant galaxy, the invincible Iron Man screams! Plus: picture this.
Tony Stark. In a bar. With ladies. What could go wrong? Even as he embarks on a hero's journey throughout the stars, the Armored Avenger must reap the
surprising consequences of his role in Avengers vs. X-Men! Guest-starring the Guardians of the Galaxy!

 Kick-Ass 3
by  Mark Millar,  John Romita

ISBN: 9780785184881
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Kick-Ass
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-09-09
Pages: 184
Price: $27.99

The grand finale of Mark Millar and John Romita Jr.'s blockbuster! Hit-Girl is in jail, leaving Kick-Ass to lead the superhero team Justice Forever. But
superheroes have been outlawed, leaving Kick-Ass and to dodge both cops and some terrifying new foes! For the first time, Kick-Ass begins to doubt. Is he
in too deep to get out? Meanwhile, Hit-Girl starts running all the gangs in the joint, and a broken Red Mist gets an education from a terrifying crime boss.
But when the new Skull and Bones vigilante team debuts and dissension hits Justice Forever's ranks, will Kick-Ass be able to fend off a coup? Plus: The
flashback you've all been waiting for...the secret origin of Hit-Girl! How does little Mindy McCready earn her assassin stripes? Find out as Kick-Ass comes
to its epic conclusion! COLLECTING : Kick-Ass 3 1-8

 Lady Paranorma
by Vincent Marcone

ISBN: 9781771481953
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ChiZine
Pub. Date: 2014-10-14
Pages: 56
Price: $12.95

Based on Vincent Marcone's short film of the same name.
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Estranged from the rest of the townsfolk, an eccentric lady is haunted by ghostly whispers, and follows their eerie call to an unusually happily ever after.

 Lena Finkle's Magic Barrel
A Graphic Novel
by Anya Ulinich

ISBN: 9780143125242
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 368
Price: $19.00

"Funny, painful, outrageous . . . Anya Ulinich is the David Sedaris of Russian-American cartoonists."
 --Gary Shteyngart

 Anya Ulinich turns her sharp eye toward the strange, often unmooring world of "grown-up" dating in this darkly comic graphic novel. After her fifteen-year
marriage ends, Lena Finkle gets an eye-opening education in love, sex, and loss when she embarks on a string of online dates, all while raising her two
teenage daughters. The Vampire of Bensonhurst, the Orphan, Disaster Man, and the Diamond Psychiatrist are just a few of the unforgettable characters she
meets along the way. Evoking Louis C. K.'s humor and Amy Winehouse's longing and anguish, and paying homage to Malamud and Chekhov, Lena Finkle's
Magic Barrel is a funny and moving story, beautifully told.

 The Love Bunglers
by  Jaime Hernandez

ISBN: 9781606997291
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Love Bunglers
Publisher: Fantagraphics Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 104
Price: $23.99

No Description

 Marvel Comics Cover Art
by MARVEL

ISBN: 9781465420404
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 320
Price: $52.00

No Description
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 Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy Prelude

by Marvel Comics

ISBN: 9780785154105
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Marvel Guardians of the Galaxy Prelude
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 168
Price: $16.99

Prepare for Marvel Studios' newest big-screen blockbuster with these all-new stories taking place just before the film! Who is Nebula? What tragic events
forged her unbreakable allegiance to her dark lord? And how does Korath the Pursuer fit in? Then, as Gamora begins her quest for the Orb, see firsthand why
she is the considered the most dangerous woman in the universe! Plus, relive the Guardians' individual debuts as Gamora and Star-Lord burst onto the scene,
Drax and Iron Man take on Thanos, Rocket Raccoon meets the Hulk...and Groot tries to enslave the earth! COLLECTING: Marvel's Gua rdia ns of the
Galaxy Prelude 1-2, Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy Infinite Comic 1, Iron Man (1968) 55, Strange Tales (1951) 181, Incredible Hulk (1968) 271; material
from Tales to Astonish (1959) 13, Marvel Previ ew 4; Handbook profiles

 Naruto Vol 66
by Masashi Kishimoto

ISBN: 9781421569482
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Naruto
Publisher: VIZ Media LLC
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 192
Price: $12.99

Naruto is a young shinobi with an incorrigible knack for mischief. He's got a wild sense of humor, but Naruto is completely serious about his mission to be
the world's greatest ninja! The ninja war approaches its climax as the revived Hokage head to the battlefield in order to stop Obito and Madara. Naruto will
have to team up with his dad in order to save the ninja world. But what dark tricks does Obito have up his sleeve...?

 Nemo The Roses Of Berlin
The Roses of Berlin
by Alan Moore

ISBN: 9781603093200
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Nemo
Publisher: Top Shelf Prod
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 56
Price: $17.95

No Description

 Not The Israel My Parents Promised Me
by Harvey Pekar

ISBN: 9780809074044
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2014-07-01
Pages: 176
Price: $18.50

In Not the Israel My Parents Promised Me, one of the final graphic memoirs from the man who defined the genre, Harvey Pekar explores what it means to be
Jewish and what Israel means to the Jews. Pekar's mother was a Zionist by way of politics, his father by way of faith, and he inevitably grew up a staunch
supporter of Israel. But as he became attuned to the wider world, Pekar began to question his parents' most fundamental beliefs.This book is the full account
of that questioning. Over the course of a single day in his hometown of Cleveland, Ohio, Pekar and the illustrator JT Waldman wrestle with the mythologies
passed down to them, weaving a personal and historical odyssey of uncommon wit and power. With an epilogue written by Joyce Brabner, Not the Israel My
Parents Promised Me  is an es-sential book for fans of Harvey Pekar and anyone interested in the past and future of the Jewish state.
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 Red A Haida Manga

A Haida Manga
by Michael Yahgulanaas

ISBN: 9781771620222
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Douglas And McIntyre (2013) Ltd.
Pub. Date: 2014-04-11
Pages: 120
Price: $19.95

Referencing a classic Haida oral narrative, this stunning full-colour graphic novel documents the tragic story of a leader so blinded by revenge that he leads
his community to the brink of war and destruction. Consisting of 108 pages of hand-painted illustrations, Red is a groundbreaking mix of Haida imagery and
Japanese manga. Now available in paperback, the hardcover edition was nominated for the B.C. Bookseller's Choice Award, a Doug Wright Award for Best
Book and a 2010 Joe Shuster Award for Outstanding Canadian Cartoonist. It was also an Amazon Top 100 book of 2009.
Red is the prideful leader of a small village in the islands off the northwest coast of British Columbia. His sister was abducted years ago by a band of raiders.
When news comes that she has been spotted in a nearby village, Red sets out to rescue his sister and exact revenge on her captors. Tragic and time- less, it is
reminiscent of such classic stories as Oedipus Rex and Macbeth. Red is an action-packed and dazzling graphic novel that is also a cautionary tale about the
devastating effects of rage and retribution.

 Ringworld Vol 01
The Graphic Novel, Part One
by Larry Niven

ISBN: 9780765324627
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 272
Price: $18.50

A modern science fiction classic,&nbspLarry Niven's  Ringworld  won the Hugo and Nebula Awards for best novel in 1970. Now this SF classic&nbspis
adapted into a thrilling manga adventure   In Ringworld, two-hundred-year-old human Louis Wu is recruited by a two-headed alien named Nessus to join
him, a catlike warrior alien named Speaker, and the infinitely lucky human Teela Brown to explore an alien artifact.They find a Ringworld, a ribbon millions
of miles long built around a distant sun. The civilization has fallen into savagery, though, and after crashing into the Ringworld, Louis must come up with a
clever plan to get back to known space, hundreds of light years away.

 Saga, Vol. 3
by  Brian K Vaughan

ISBN: 9781607069317
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Saga
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 144
Price: $17.99

The Eisner, Harvey, and Hugo Award-winning phenomenon continues, as new parents Marko and Alana travel to an alien world to visit their hero, while the
family's pursuers finally close in on their targets. - See more at: http://imagecomics.com/comics/releases/saga-vol.-3-tp#sthash.V2ggIJXu.dpuf
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 Savage Wolverine Vol 01 Kill Island

Kill Island (Marvel Now)
by Frank Cho

ISBN: 9780785167228
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Savage Wolverine
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 136
Price: $21.99

Wolverine awakes to find himself transported to the Savage Land and labeled Public Enemy Number One! With no memory of how he got there, and Shanna
the She-Devil his only ally, Logan must unravel the mystery that slumbers at the heart of the Savage Land before it finds a way to kill him first! In search of
answers, Wolverine and Shanna venture into the depths of the Forbidden Island - but what will get them first, the island's inhabitants or their tempers?
Meanwhile, another hero crash-lands on the island - but is he friend or foe? And what surprising role will the Man-Thing play? NOW!, under the detailed
pen of Frank Cho, Wolverine is all brawls, babes and brachiosaurs. And you'll never see the end - or the future of the Marvel Universe - coming!
COLLECTING: SAVAGE WOLVERINE 1-5

 The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys
by  Gerard Way

ISBN: 9781595824622
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 160
Price: $21.99

Years ago, the Killjoys fought against the tyrannical megacorporation Better Living Industries, costing them their lives, save for one&mdash;the mysterious
Girl. Today, the followers of the original Killjoys languish in the Desert while BLI systematically strips citizens of their individuality. As the fight for
freedom fades, it's left to the Girl to take up the mantle and bring down the fearsome BLI! Collects The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys #1-#6 and "Dead
Satellites" from Free Comic Book Day 2013. 

* From Gerard Way, creator of the Eisner Award-winning The Umbrella Academy! 

* Hardcover limited to 2,500 copies! 

* Hardcover includes an extensive sketchbook with artwork from Becky Cloonan, Gabriel BÃ¡, Paul Pope, Gerard Way, FÃ¡bio Moon, Rafael GrampÃ¡,
and Brian Ewing.

 Unwritten Vol 09 The Unwritten Fables
The Unwritten Fables
by Mike Carey

ISBN: 9781401246945
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Unwritten
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-07-29
Pages: 144
Price: $17.99

The worlds of FABLES and THE UNWRITTEN collide in the epic comic event by Mike Carey and Bill Willingham!

Tommy Taylor is thrust into the world of Vertigo's hit series Fables! But a dark and terrible foe has seized the fairy-tale homelands and our world. In
desperation, the witches of Fabletown gather to summon the greatest mage the worlds have ever seen. But they are in for an unpleasant surprise.

Collects #50-55 of The Unwritten
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 Vampire Knight V18

by Matsuri Hino

ISBN: 9781421564333
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Vampire Knight
Publisher: VIZ Media LLC
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 208
Price: $12.99

Cross Academy is attended by two groups of students: the Day Class and the Night Class. At twilight, when the students of the Day Class return to their
dorm, they cross paths with the Night Class on their way to school. Yuki Cross and Zero Kiryu are the Guardians of the school, protecting the Day Class
from the Academy's dark secret: the Night Class is full of vampires!Yukio and Zero team up to go after Kaname. Yuki and Kaname fight each other in the
headquarters of the Hunter Society while Sara tries to control Zero through her blood. The female progenitor's origin metal intervenes, and Yuki realizes
there is only one way to stop Kaname...

 The Walking Dead Volume 20
Part One
by Robert Kirkman

ISBN: 9781607068822
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Walking Dead
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 136
Price: $17.99

The biggest storyline in Walking Dead history starts here! It's Rick versus Negan with a little help from everyone else! Collects issues #115-120. The world
we knew is gone. The world of commerce and frivolous necessity has been replaced by a world of survival and responsibility. An epidemic of apocalyptic
proportions has swept the globe, causing the dead to rise and feed on the living. In a matter of months society has crumbled: no government, no grocery
stores, no mail delivery, no cable TV. In a world ruled by the dead, the survivors are forced to finally start living.

 Watchmen
by Alan Moore

ISBN: 9781401245252
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-05-13
Pages: 448
Price: $23.99

A New York Times Best Seller!

 Considered the greatest graphic novel in the history of the medium, the Hugo Award-winning  story chronicles the fall  from grace of a group of super-
heroes  plagued by all-too-human failings. Along the  way, the concept of the  super-hero is dissected as the heroes are stalked by an unknown   assassin.

This edition of WATCHMEN, the groundbreaking series from Alan Moore, the award-winning writer of V FOR VENDETTA and BATMN: THE KILLING
JOKE, and Dave Gibbons, the artist of GREEN LANTERN, features the high-quality, recolored pages found in WATCHMEN: THE ABSOLUTE EDITION
with sketches, never-before-seen extra bonus materials and a new introduction by Dave Gibbons.
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 X Men Legacy Vol 04 For We Are Many

For We Are Many (Marvel Now)
by Simon Spurrier

ISBN: 9780785154327
Binding: Paperback 
Series: X-Men Legacy
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 136
Price: $17.99

It's the climactic story this series has been building to, guest-starring the allies Legion has made along the way...and not all of them will emerge unscathed!
One of Legion's most troublesome personalities threatens to annihilate an alien species, and S.W.O.R.D. director Abigail Brand is on the case - but will she
be able to work with David to solve this extraterrestrial conundrum?  Legion prepares for a final showdown with the monster in his mind that wears his
deceased father's face...but the demonic Professor X has escaped into the real world. What price will Legion pay to stop him from razing the Earth? And,
prophesied to stop Legion, will Young X-Man Blindfold take matters into her own hands and extinguish her first love? One thing's for sure: as this
groundbreaking series concludes, anything is possible!COLLECTING:  X-MEN LEGACY 19-24

 X Men Vol 02 Muertas
Muertas
by Brian Wood

ISBN: 9780785168010
Binding: Paperback 
Series: X-Men
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 136
Price: $19.99

The X-Men have taken down super-villains, aliens and their own future selves...but never all at the same time! As Karima struggles to remember herself,
Rachel comes to terms with her relationship with Sublime, and a new member joins the team, longtime X-foe Lady Deathstrike returns! And she has put
together an all new Sisterhood, her own illuminati to take down the X-Men and enslave the world.  And Psylocke is first in the Sisterhood's crosshairs!
Recruiting the likes of Typhoid Mary and Enchantress, Deathstrike's cabal go on a global hunt for the most powerful ally of all...an enemy who holds the X-
Men responsible for her near-destruction!  Bt when this foe awakens, neither team might be able to handle her!COLLECTING: X-MEN 7-12
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